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Abstract

The purpose of this opening talk is to describe an example of recent progress in applying fractal
concepts to biological systems� We 
rst brie�y review several biological systems� and then focus on
the fractal features characterized by the long�range correlations found recently in DNA sequences
containing non�coding material� We also discuss the evidence supporting the 
nding that for se�
quences containing only coding regions� there are no long�range correlations� Finally� we discuss the

nding that the exponent � characterizing the long�range correlations increases with evolution�

�� Introduction

In the last decade it was realized that many biological systems have no characteristic length scale�
thus having fractal or� more generally� self�a�ne properties ��� In contrast to compact objects�
fractal objects are almost entirely composed of �surface�� Thus� fractals have a very large surface
area� This observation explains why fractals are of great importance in biology� where surface
phenomena are of crucial importance� For example� matter exchange takes place across membranes�
and therefore requires large contact areas of the participating systems�

Lungs exemplify this feature� The surface area of a human lung is as large as a tennis court�
A lung is made up of self�similar branches with many scale lengths� which is the de
ning attribute
of a fractal surface� The e�ciency of the lung is enhanced by this fractal property� since at each
breath oxygen and carbon dioxide have to be exchanged at the lung surface� The structure of the
bronchial tree has been quantitatively analyzed using fractal concepts �����

A second example is blood vessels� Blood must be carried to all the cells of the body� For
this purpose blood vessels must have fractal properties� The diameter distribution of blood vessels
ranging from capillaries to arteries follow a power�law distribution which is one of the main charac�
teristics of fractals� Speci
c examples include the chick embryo circulatory system� and the human
retinal circulatory system ���

Considerable attention in the biological community has arisen from the possibility that neuron
shape can be quanti
ed using fractal concepts� For example� Smith et al� �� studied the fractal fea�
tures of vertebrate central�nervous�system neurons in culture and found that the fractal dimension
is increased as the neuron is more developed� Caserta et al�	� showed that the shapes of quasi�
two�dimensional retinal neurons can be characterized by a fractal dimension df � They found for
fully developed neurons in vivo� df � ����� ���	� and suggest that the growth mechanism for neu�
rite outgrowth bears a direct analogy with the growth model called di�usion�limited�aggregation
�DLA��

One of the most amusing examples where fractal concepts come into play concerns the possi�
bility �� that HCl when released under pressure by the secretory glands indeed crosses the viscous
lining of the stomach using the principles of viscous 
ngering that govern the breakdown of any
viscous liquid when a less viscous liquid is forced under pressure through it� The DLA�type model
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governing viscous 
ngering thereby serves to resolve the age�old paradox �Why doesn�t the stomach
digest itself�

In recent years long�range power�law correlations have been discovered in a remarkably wide
variety of systems� Such long�range power�law correlations are a physical fact that in turn gives
rise to the increasingly appreciated �fractal geometry of nature� ������ So if fractals are indeed so
widespread� it makes sense to anticipate that long�range power�law correlations may be similarly
widespread� Indeed� recognizing the ubiquity of long�range power�law correlations can help us in
our e�orts to understand nature� since as soon as we 
nd power�law correlations we can quantify
these with a critical exponent� Quanti
cation of di�erent behavior allows us to recognize similarities
between di�erent systems� thereby eventually leading to recognizing underlying uni
cations that
might otherwise have gone unnoticed�

Our intuition tells us that correlations should decay exponentially

Cr � �C
�
r � e�r�� ��a�

where the second equality in ��a� serves to de
ne the correlation length � � ��� logC
� Our
simple intuition� that correlations decay exponentially because of the fashion in which order is
�propagated�� seems to always work�except at the critical point ���� where the exponential decay
of ��a� gives over to a power law decay

Cr � ���r�
d���� ��b�

The di�erence between ��a� and ��b� is profound� ��a� states that there is a characteristic length
� 
xed by the strength of the nearest�neighbor correlation C
� while ��b� states that there is no
characteristic length at all�

Can we intuitively understand how it is possible to 
nd a non�exponential decay of correlations�
At 
rst sight� it might appear that whenever we increment the distance between two molecules by
one lattice constant� the correlation should decrease by roughly the same factor� but this intuition
leads immediately to exponential decay� A possible resolution to this paradox stems from the fact
that near a critical point� �information� propagates from a molecule at the origin to a molecule
at position �r not via a single path �as for d � ��� but rather via an in�nite number of paths �
some of these paths are explicitly enumerated in Fig� ��� of Ref� ���� Ornstein and Zernike ����	�
recognized this fact� but approximated the fashion in which �order is propagated� and so obtained
predictions that today we call �classical� �Fig� ��	 of Ref������ Exact enumeration methods� such
as high�temperature series expansions� take into account exactly such paths up to a certain length
kmax� where kmax is typically ��� To obtain power law correlations� the exact results for k � ��
are extrapolated to obtain an estimate of the behavior for all k� In some sense� although the
correlation along each path decreases exponentially with the length of the path� the number of such
path increases exponentially� Therefore� the net e�ect is that the dominant exponential decay is
magically �canceled�� leaving the sub�dominant but longer range power�law correlations�which
are in fact observed�

At one time� it was imagined that the �scale�free� case of ��b� was relevant to only a fairly nar�
row slice of physical phenomena�only to systems that had been �tuned� by exceedingly painstaking
experimental work to be exactly at a critical point ���� Now we appreciate the ubiquity of sys�
tems displaying scale�invariant behavior� First of all� any system examined on length scales smaller
than the correlation length is likely to display power�law behavior �because all paths between the
origin and r are relevant up to the correlation length� and these cancel out the exponential decay
for r � ��� Moreover� the number and nature of systems displaying power law correlations has
increased dramatically� including systems that no one might ever have suspected as falling under
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the umbrella of �critical phenomena�� The latter part of the century has witnessed a veritable ex�
plosion in the study� both experimental and theoretical� of such systems� The ���� Nobel Prize was
awarded to P��G� de Gennes in part for his recognition that polymer systems behave analogously
to systems near their critical points� The ���	 Wolf Prize was awarded to Benoit Mandelbrot for
the recognition of the �fractal geometry of nature�� Another very prestigious Israeli prize� the ���	
Israel Prize� has been awarded this year to Shlomo Alexander� in large part for his discoveries that
under appropriate conditions a wide range of systems obey scaling or scale invariance�

The list of systems in which power law correlations appear has grown rapidly in recent years�
including models of turbulence and even earthquakes ���� What do we anticipate for biological
systems� Generally speaking� when �entropy wins over energy��i�e�� randomness dominates the
behavior�we 
nd power laws and scale invariance� Biological systems sometimes are described in
language that makes one think of a Swiss watch� Mechanistic or �Rube Goldberg� descriptions
must in some sense be incomplete� since it is only some appropriately�chosen averages that appear
to behave in a regular fashion� The trajectory of each individual biological molecule is of necessity
random�albeit correlated� Thus one might hope that recent advances in understanding �correlated
randomness� ������ could be relevant to biological phenomena� While there have been reports
of scale invariant phenomena in isolated biological systems�ranging from the fractal shapes of
neurons ��	� to long�range correlations in heart beat intervals ���� human writings ���� and the
stock market ����there has been no systematic study of a biological system that displays power�law
correlations�

Here we will attempt to summarize the key 
ndings of some recent work ������ suggesting
that�under suitable conditions�the sequence of base pairs or �nucleotides� in DNA also displays
power�law correlations� The underlying basis of such power law correlations is not understood at
present� but it is at least possible that this reason is of as fundamental importance as it is in other
systems in nature that have been found to display power�law correlations�

�� Discovery of Long�Range Correlations in DNA

In order to study the scale�invariant long�range correlations of a DNA sequence� we 
rst introduced
a graphical representation of DNA sequences� which we term a fractal landscape or DNA walk
���� For the conventional one�dimensional random walk model ���� a walker moves either �up�
u�i� � ��� or �down� u�i� � ��� one unit length for each step i of the walk� For the case of an
uncorrelated walk� the direction of each step is independent of the previous steps� For the case of
a correlated random walk� the direction of each step depends on the history ��memory�� of the
walker �������

One de
nition of the DNA walk is that the walker steps �up� u�i� � ��� if a pyrimidine �C
or T� occurs at position a linear distance i along the DNA chain� while the walker steps �down�
u�i� � ��� if a purine �A or G� occurs at position i� The question we asked was whether such a walk
displays only short�range correlations �as in an n�step Markov chain� or long�range correlations �as
in critical phenomena and other scale�free �fractal� phenomena��

The DNA walk provides a graphical representation for each gene and permits the degree of
correlation in the base pair sequence to be directly visualized� as in Fig� �� Figure � naturally
motivates a quanti
cation of this correlation by calculating the �net displacement� of the walker
after � steps� which is the sum of the unit steps u�i� for each step i� Thus y��� �

P�
i
 u�i��

An important statistical quantity characterizing any walk ��� is the root mean square �uctua�
tion F ��� about the average of the displacement� F ��� is de
ned in terms of the di�erence between
the average of the square and the square of the average�

F ���� �  y���� y����� �  y������ y���
�
� ���

of a quantity  y��� de
ned by  y��� � y��� � l� � y����� Here the bars indicate an average over
all positions �� in the gene� Operationally� this is equivalent to �a� taking a set of calipers set for
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a 
xed distance �� �b� moving the beginning point sequentially from �o � � to �o � �� � � � and �c�
calculating the quantity  y��� �and its square� for each value of �o� and �d� averaging all of the
calculated quantities to obtain F �����

The mean square �uctuation is related to the auto�correlation function

C��� � u����u��� � l�� u����
�

��a�

through the relation

F ���� �
�X

i


�X

j


C�j � i�� ��b�

The calculation of F ��� can distinguish three possible types of behavior�

�i� If the base pair sequence were random� then C��� would be zero on average except C��� � ���
so F ��� � �
�� �as expected for a normal random walk��

�ii� If there were a local correlation extending up to a characteristic range R �such as in Markov
chains�� then C��� � exp����R�� nonetheless the asymptotic behavior F ��� � �
�� would be
unchanged from the purely random case�

�iii� If there is no characteristic length �i�e�� if the correlation were �in
nite�range��� then the
scaling property of C��� would not be exponential� but would most likely to be a power law
function� and the �uctuations will also be described by a power law

F ��� � �� ��a�

with � �� ����
Figure �a shows a typical example of a gene that contains a signi
cant fraction of base pairs

that do not code for amino acids �	����� It is immediately apparent that the DNA walk has an
extremely jagged contour which we shall see corresponds to long�range correlations� Fig� � shows
double logarithmic plots of the mean square �uctuation function F ��� as a function of the linear
distance � along the DNA chain for a typical intron�containing gene�

The fact that the data are linear on this double logarithmic plot con
rms that F ��� � ��� A
least�squares 
t produces a straight line with slope � substantially larger than the prediction for an
uncorrelated walk� � � ���� thus providing direct experimental evidence for the result that there
exist long�range correlations�

Peng et al also addressed the question of whether the long�range correlation properties are
di�erent for coding and non�coding regions of a DNA sequence ���� a point that is currently the
subject of some continuing debate ���������� Figure �b shows the DNA walk for a sequence formed
by splicing together the coding regions of the DNA sequence of this same gene� Figure �c displays
the DNA walk for a typical sequence with only coding regions� In contrast to Fig� �a� these coding
sequences have less jagged contours� suggesting a shorter range correlation�

�� Other Methods of Measuring Long�Range Correlations

One can also worry that the apparent long�range correlation is some artifact of the DNA walk
method itself� To compare the �uctuations of � in our DNA walk method with those found in other
methods� Peng et al used two standard methods to study the correlation property of sequences�
namely the correlation function C��� and the power spectrum S�f�� The power spectrum density�
S�f�� is obtained by �a� Fourier transforming the sequence fu�i�g and �b� taking the square of
the Fourier component� For a stationary sequence� the power spectrum is the Fourier transform of
the correlation function� If the correlation decays algebraically �not exponentially�� i�e�� there is no
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characteristic scale for the decay of the correlation� as we found in the non�coding DNA sequences�
then we expect power�law behavior for both the power spectrum and the correlation function�

S�f� � ���f��� ��b�

and
C��� � �����	 � ��c�

The correlation exponents �� 	 and 
 are not independent� since ������

� � �� � 	��� � ��� 
���� �	�

For a typical DNA sequence of 
nite length� both the correlation function and power spectrum are
fairly noisy� but the estimates of 	 and 
 obtained are consistent with those calculated from the
DNA walk method� The reason for the smaller �uctuations of � in the DNA walk method is due
to the fact that F ���� is a double summation of C���� Thus it would seem that the original DNA
walk method is more useful due to reduced noise�

Apart from the reduced noise mentioned above� one additional advantage of the DNA walk
method ��� is that to 
nd the exponent characterizing the long�range correlation one need not
correct the data by subtracting the white noise� S��� ���� Since there is no unambiguous method
of estimating S���� this need to correct the data introduces an uncontrollable source of uncertainty�

�� Di�erence Between Correlation Properties of Coding and Non�Coding Regions

Our initial report ��� on long�range �scale�invariant� correlations in DNA sequences has generated
contradicting responses� Some �	������� support our initial 
nding� while some �������	���� dis�
agree� Furthermore� the conclusions of Refs� ��� and �������	� are inconsistent with one another
in that ��� and ��� doubt the existence of long�range correlations �even in non�coding sequences�
while ��� and ����	� conclude that even coding regions display long�range correlations �� � �����
Prabhu and Claverie ��� claim that their analysis of the putative coding regions of the yeast chro�
mosome III �	� produce a wide range of exponent values � some larger than ��	� The source of these
contradicting claims may arise from the fact that� in addition to normal statistical �uctuations ex�
pected for analysis of rather short sequences� coding regions typically consist of only a few lengthy
regions of alternating strand bias� Hence scaling analysis cannot be applied reliably to the entire
sequence but only to sub�sequences�

Prabhu and Claverie ��� noted that nonlinear curves were obtained for even some intron�
containing sequences� The DNA walks for intron�containing sequences do not show any apparent
length scale of strand bias� as noted above� there seems to be a broad distribution of lengths of
strand bias� In principle� for this type of DNA walk� the min!max procedure is not necessary since
there is no characteristic length that needs to be taken into account� For most intron�containing
sequences� our analysis shows that there is a broad range of scaling �with � � ��	� when we study
the entire sequence as a whole� For certain intron�containing genes� however� we 
nd that the
min!max procedure can extend the scaling region� leading to a larger range of constant�� behavior�

One might also wonder if the selection of �max� and �min� segments gives a bias to the calcula�
tions� The �max� and �min� operation is a systematic method to treat all DNA sequences on equal
footing without applying any a priori knowledge of the sequence itself� Notice that although this
procedure eliminates the problem of large scale variation of concentration for the coding sequences�
it will not alter the result of a truly self�similar sequence� To obviate the need to perform the min�
max partitioning� Peng et al ��� have recently applied the �bridge method� to DNA� and have also
developed a new method speci
cally adapted to handle problems associated with non�stationary
sequences which they term detrended 
uctuation analysis �DFA��
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To provide an �unbiased� test of the thesis that non�coding regions possess but coding re�
gions lack long�range correlations� Ossadnik et al� ��� analyzed several uncorrelated and correlated
control sequences of size ��� nucleotides using the GRAIL neural net algorithm ���� The GRAIL
algorithm identi
ed about �� putative exons in the uncorrelated sequences� but only about 	 pu�
tative exons in the correlated sequences� We also used the beachcomber method ���� which shows
pronounced dips in � in the region where genes are expected �Fig� ���

Voss ��� has recently proposed that coding as well as non�coding DNA sequences display long�
range power law correlations in their base pair �bp� sequences� This 
nding disagreed with our
earlier analysis ���� claiming that coding DNA sequences do not display power�law correlations�
However the discrepancy between ��� and ��� could have arisen because the analysis in ��� was
based on partitioning the entire coding sequence into a few large subsequences of constant overall
compositional bias� It is important to resolve this discrepancy� since Voss based his scienti
c conclu�
sion ��immunity to errors on all scales�� on his claim of power�law correlations in coding sequences
����

Recently� Buldyrev et al� argued that the Voss proposal does not hold generally ���� Speci
cally�
they presented two counterexamples that clearly display no long�range correlations when directly
analyzed �without partitioning into subsequences�� �i� the complete genome of T� bacteriophage
������ bp�� which contains only coding regions� and �ii� the Ti plasmid fragment ����	�	 bp�� which
is believed to consist almost entirely of coding regions�

Fig� �a shows the DNA walks for �i� and �ii�� Fig� �b shows F ���� the �uctuation in rms
amplitude� the slopes of the log�log plots� �t over 	 decades� are ��	� and ����� indicating the
absence of long�range correlation for both cases� Fig� �c shows the power spectrum S�f�� which
is almost perfectly �at �indicative of no correlation or �white noise��� The scaling behavior in
Figs� �b and �c is markedly di�erent than that found for genomic sequences containing substantial
noncoding sub�regions� for which F ��� � �� with � � ��� and S�f� � ��f� with 	 � ��� ����

So why did Voss 
nd 	 � ���� and ����� respectively� for phage and bacteria �which contain
mostly coding regions�� A clue is apparent from comparing Voss" analysis for these cases �Fig� �
of ���� with his 
ts for the non�coding segments� We see that all except a few small�f data points
are well 
t by a horizontal line� corresponding to 	 � � �no long�range correlation�� The departure
at small f likely corresponds to the fact that most coding sequences contain uncorrelated sub�
segments�with a characteristic length�of alternating compositional bias� The DNA walks� there�
fore� resemble a spliced together string of uncorrelated but biased random walks� We con
rmed this
likely source of spurious low�f behavior by calculations on arti
cial �control� sequences�

	� Fractal Landscapes and Molecular Evolution

Molecular evolutionary relationships are usually inferred from comparison of coding sequences�
conservation of intron#exon structure of related sequences� analysis of nucleotide substitutions�
and construction of phylogenetic trees ���� The changes observed are conventionally interpreted
with respect to nucleotide sequence composition �mutations� deletions� substitutions� alternative
splicing� transpositions� etc�� rather than overall genomic organization�

Very recently� Buldyrev et al� ��� sought to assess the utility of DNA correlation analysis as
a complementary method of studying gene evolution� In particular� they studied the changes in
�fractal complexity� of nucleotide organization of a single gene family with evolution� A recent
study by Voss ��� reported that the correlation exponent derived from Fourier analysis was lowest
for sequences from organelles� but paradoxically higher for invertebrates than vertebrates� However�
this analysis must be interpreted with caution since it was based on pooled data from di�erent gene
families rather than from the quantitative examination of any single gene family�

Buldyrev et� al ��� tested the hypothesis that the fractal complexity of genes from higher
animals is greater than that of lower animals� using single gene family analysis� They focuseded
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their analysis on the genome sequences from the conventional �Type II� myosin heavy chain �MHC�
family� Such a choice limits potential bias that may arise secondary to non�uniform evolutionary
pressures and di�erences in nucleotide content between unrelated genes� They also used this tech�
nique to study the MHC gene family because of the availability of completely sequenced genes from
a phylogenetically diverse group of organisms� and the fact that their relatively long sequences are
well�suited to statistical analysis�

The landscape produced by DNA walk analysis reveals that each MHC cDNA consists of two
roughly equal parts with signi
cant di�erences in nucleotide content �Fig� 	�� The 
rst part that
codes for the heavy meromyosin or �head� of the protein molecule has a slight excess of purines
�	�$ purines and ��$ pyrimidines�� the second part that codes for the light meromyosin or �tail�
has about ��$ purines and ��$ pyrimidines� The absolute nucleotide contents are not shown in
the graphical representation of Fig� 	a because we subtract the average slope from the landscape to
make relative �uctuations around the average more visible� Indeed� one can easily see from Fig� 	a
that the relative concentration of pyrimidines in the 
rst part ��uphill� region� of the myosin cDNA
is much higher than in the second ��downhill� region��

As previously reported ���� we 
nd that � � ��� for all cDNAs �corresponding to no corre�
lations or only short�range correlations�� while all MHC genes containing introns have � � ����
corresponding to long�range correlations� Figure � shows representative scaling plots of Fd��� vs ��
where Fd denotes the �uctuation quantity of ��b� de
ned using the �detrended �uctuation analy�
sis� developed in ���� Of note� the value of � is not strongly related to the presence of exons since
�stitching together� intron sequences �by removing exons� produces a value similar to that of the
full gene� for example� for the human MHC gene the value of � after the exons are removed is
��	�� versus ��	�� for the complete sequence� further supporting the view that the composition of
non�coding elements is the principal source of long�range correlations in genomic sequences�


� Insertion�Deletion Model

To gain some insight into possible evolutionary mechanisms that could increase the complexity
of the landscapes and generate long�range correlations of DNA sequences� Buldyrev et al� ���
introduce a simple model that simulates conversion of originally coding regions into noncoding
introns� The model is based on the hypotheses that genetic information was originally encoded in
an mRNAmolecule which was subsequently converted into a DNA sequence� and that this sequence
underwent modi
cations due to mutagenesis and insertion of non�coding genetic material �introns�
	���

�i� To simulate cDNA sequences� one starts with a biased random walk of length L with an overall
excess of purines over pyrimidines corresponding to that observed in the cDNA sequences�

�ii� At each time step� one �mutates� the sequence by the following procedure�

�a� Choose a random point in the sequence and cut a sub�sequence of length n starting from
that point� where the length n is chosen from a power law distribution ��n� � n�� with
	 � � �between Lo � �� and L���� The reason for this power law distribution is that the
cutting of a DNA segment most likely occurs when a loop is formed� and it is known that
the distribution of loop sizes in a long polymer obeys a power law 	��� Choose another
random point in the sequence at which we insert this length�n sub�sequence�

�b� With probability ��	� a strand substitution may occur in this sub�sequence �i�e�� all purines
are substituted by pyrimidines and vice versa� thereby inserting a complementary strand��

�c� To simulate retroviral insertion occurring� with some small probability pi� the subsequence
to be inserted is substituted by a random sequence of equal length with the same percent�
age of purines and pyrimidines as in the initial cDNA sequence�
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Representative purine�pyrimidine landscapes generated by this model are shown in Fig� �� After
the 
rst few iterations �Fig� �a�� the landscape is remarkably similar to that of primitive organisms
such as phages �see Fig� � of ���� and E� Coli which have only a small percentage of introns� The
scaling behavior shows Fd��� � �
�� as anticipated� After more iterations� the landscape seems
visually more complex and the � measured for the 
rst two decades increases� reminiscent of the
increase noted in the MHC family from yeast to invertebrates to vertebrates� After roughly ����
iterations� the value of � asymptotically approaches ���� as shown in Fig� �b� The landscapes for
the model and for the rat MHC gene become quite similar �cf� Figs� �b and �c��

Of note� if the model is iterated without the insertion of random biased sequences as assumed in
rule �iic�� the value of � will return to ��	� indicating a random sequence� Insertion of biased random
regions �according to a power�law distribution� maintains the exponent � � ��	� The importance
of rule �iic� of the model is consistent with the hypothesized role of retroviral insertions in the
genomes of high animals 	���

Furthermore� without strand substitution as implemented by rule �iib�� no long�range correla�
tion will appear� This mirror�image replacement mimics molecular evolution occurring by partial
gene duplication or transposition 	�� and the occurrence of �extinguished exons� 	��� In order to
test our assumption of strand substitution we also analyzed an alternative DNA landscape in which
nucleotides cytosine �C� and guanine �G� result in an up step� while adenine �A� and thymine �T�
correspond to a down step� Since such walks cannot be a�ected by strand substitution� our model
would predict the absence of long�range correlations� Indeed� our analysis of the �uctuation Fd���
for this modi
ed DNA landscape does not exhibit as robust a power law correlation as for the orig�
inal purine�pyrimidine rule� Another crucial assumption is the existence of an overall bias �either of
purines or of pyrimidines� in the initial sequence� it is this bias that enables strand substitution to
produce di�erences in nucleotide content� This assumption is consistent with our observation that
most coding regions exhibit overall bias in their purine�pyrimidine concentration�

The mechanism of generating power�law correlations in this insertion�deletion model is related
to the competition between two countervailing �forces�� The deletion and insertion of segments in
rule �iia� and �iib� tends to randomize the sequence� while the insertion of biased segment imple�
mented by rule �iic� tends to organize the system� As the iteration proceeds� the newly inserted
biased segment is then broken into smaller pieces of di�erent bias �according to a power�law dis�
tribution�� After a large �but 
nite� number of iterations �which depends on the parameters of the
model�� these two competing e�ects will tend to balance each other� At this point the system will
exhibit power�law correlation�

The observed trend of � to increase with evolutionary status for the MHC family is also
consistent with the predictions of the model� �higher� species that appeared more recently will
tend to generate long�range correlations with a larger value of the parameter �� Thus� vertebrate
myosin is likely to be more �complex� than invertebrate myosin because the former incorporated
genetic material from the latter species� This view of molecular evolution is consistent with the
theory of punctuated equilibrium 		� that postulates rather rapid periods of change �occurring
during speciation� followed by periods of stasis�

The 
nding that � increases with evolution contradicts a recent study by Voss ��� which
paradoxically reported that the strength of nucleotide correlations �quanti
ed by the power spectral
scaling exponent 	� which is uniquely related to �� increases from organelle to invertebrates but then
decreases for primates� This apparent discrepancy is likely due to the facts that Voss ��� �i� did not
analyze single gene families with evolution� �ii� did not distinguish intron�containing vs intron�less
sequences� and �iii� did not correct for large regions of �strand bias� �unequal numbers of purines
and pyrimidines�� We have found that if one does not take into account the crossover between two
large �but uncorrelated� regions of strand bias as seen in all the MHC cDNAs �corresponding to
the uphill and downhill regions in Fig� �a�� one can obtain a spuriously large value of ��
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Nee ��� proposed that it is the alternation of introns and exons �regions containing di�erent
nucleotide content� which modulates the long�range correlations� This idea is somewhat similar to
the proposed model� but its main conclusion�that the sequence from which all exons have been cut
does not exhibit long�range correlations�appears to be incorrect� In fact� intron sequences show
long�range correlations as robust as those of complete genes with approximately the same exponent
�� In contrast� our model describes not only the intron�insertion process� but also the shu%ing
process within non�coding sequences �introns and intergenomic sequences�� This shu%ing process
�not just the insertion of uncorrelated introns� leads to � � ��	 within single introns and interge�
nomic sequences� a fact that cannot be explained in the framework of the Nee hypothesis� Further�
our model bears potential relevance to biological evolution� by providing a possible mechanism for
transformation of primordial RNA molecules �currently considered to be the 
rst to develop� into
complex DNA sequences containing noncoding elements�

Finally� two major theories have been advanced to explain the origin and evolution of introns�
One suggests that precursor genes consisted entirely of coding sequences and introns were inserted
later in the course of evolution to help facilitate development of new structures in response to
selective pressure� perhaps� by means of �exon shu%ing� 	��� The alternative theory suggests that
precursor genes were highly segmented and subsequently organisms not requiring extensive adap�
tation or new development or� perhaps� facing the high energetic costs of replicating unnecessary
sequences� lost their introns 	��	��� Support for these hypotheses has remained largely conjectural�
no models have been brought forward to support either process� The landscape analysis of the MHC
gene family and the stochastic model presented in this study are most consistent with the former
view�

�� Concluding Remarks

What is the biological meaning of our 
nding� If two nucleotides whose positions di�er by ������
were uncorrelated� then there might be no meaning� However� if they are correlated there must
be a reason& The method we describe points out a new element of DNA structure and suggests a
possible fundamental role for the non�coding regions �termed �introns��� Our work may also reveal
an interesting feature of the coding regions �termed �exons���

Before concluding� we note that the long�range correlations in DNA sequences are of interest
because they may be an indirect clue to its three�dimensional structure ������ or a re�ection of
certain scale�invariant properties of long polymer chains 	��� In any case� the statistically mean�
ingful long�range �scale�invariant� �see Fig��� correlations in non�coding regions and their absence
in coding regions will need to be accounted for by future explanations of global properties in gene
organization and evolution�

It is awe�inspiring that remarkably complex objects in nature can be quantitatively character�
ized by a single number� �� It is equally awe�inspiring that such complex objects can be described
by various models with extremely simple rules� Whether physicists can actually contribute to un�
derstanding the principles on which biological fact is based� or whether we cannot� remains to be
seen�
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Fig� �� The DNA walk representations of �a� human 	�cardiac myosin heavy chain gene sequence�
showing the coding regions as vertical golden bars� �b� the spliced together coding regions� and
�c� the bacteriophage lambda DNA which contains only coding regions� Note the more complex
�uctuations for �a� compared with the coding sequences �b� and �c�� We found that for almost all
coding sequences studied that there appear regions with one strand bias� followed by regions of a
di�erent strand bias� The �uctuation on either side of the overall strand bias we found to be random�
a fact that is plausible by visual inspection of the DNA walk representations� We used di�erent
step heights for purine and pyrimidine in order to align the end point with the starting point� This
procedure is for graphical display purposes only �to allow one to visualize the �uctuations more
easily� and is not used in any analytic calculations�

Fig� �� �a� Double logarithmic plots of the mean square �uctuation function F ��� as a function of
the linear distance � along the DNA chain for the rat embryonic skeletal myosin heavy chain gene
�	� and its �intron�spliced sequence� �
�� �b� The corresponding local slopes� �local� based on pairs
of successive data points of part �a�� We see that the values of � are roughly constant� For this
speci
c gene� the sequence with exons removed has an even broader scaling regime than the DNA
sequence of the entire gene� indicated by the fact that part �a� is linear up to ������ nucleotides�
Fig� �� Beachcomber plot for a typical section containing about ��$ of the Yeast Chromosome
III �	��from base pair )������ to )������� The vertical yellow bars indicate the the set of base
pairs forming identi
ed genes �GenBank Release )���� while the white bars indicate less certain
�putative genes� determined from analysis of open reading frames �	�� The exponent � is calculated
by the beachcomber method ���� We form an observation box of length ���� place this box at the
beginning of the chromosome� and calculate the long�range correlation exponent � for the ��� base
pairs lying inside this box� Then we move the box �	 base pairs further along the chromosome� and
again calculate � for the ��� base pairs lying inside this box� Iterating this procedure� we obtain
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��	����#�	 � ���� successive values of �� each giving a �local� measurement of the degree of long�
range correlation� The red curve is obtained using rule ��a �down� step for A or G �purines� and
an �up� step for C or T �pyrimidine�� We see that when the box is covering coding regions� the
value of � is generally small� while in between coding regions� there is frequently a peak in �� If
� were the same for coding and non�coding regions� we would expect the peaks and dips to occur
with no evident correlation in the position of genes�

Fig� �� �a� �DNA walks� ��� of nucleotide sequences� a random walker moves either up or down
depending on whether the nucleotide at position � is a pyrimidine or purine� �b� The rms �uctua�
tion� F ���� of the DNA walk displacement y���� �c� Power spectrum� S�f�� of the binary nucleotide
sequences �pyrimidine� �� purine� ���� Shown are two examples that display no long�range corre�
lations� �i� the complete genome of T� bacteriophage �GenBank name� PODOT��� which contains
only coding regions� and �ii� the Ti plasmid fragment �ATACH	�� which is believed to consist al�
most entirely of coding regions� The solid lines in �b� and �c� have slopes � � ��� and 	 � �
respectively� for comparison� dashed lines of slope �#� and ��#� are also shown� corresponding to
the typical behavior found for sequences containing non�coding regions ���� The data for Ti �	�
shifted on the plots for visual comparison�

Fig� 	� The DNA walk representations of �a� � cDNA sequences from the MHC family and �b� the
corresponding genes� DNA landscapes are plotted so that the end points have the same vertical
displacement as the starting points ���� The graphs are for yeast� amoeba� C� elegans � brugia�
drosophila� chicken� rat and human �from top to bottom� left to right�� The shaded areas in �b�
denote coding regions of the genes� The DNA walks for the genes show increasing �complexity�
with evolution� In contrast� the cDNA walks all show remarkably similar crossover patterns due to
sequential �up�hill� and �down�hill� slopes representing di�erent purine#pyrimidine strand biases
in the regions coding for the head and tail of the MHC molecule� respectively�

Fig� 
� Double logarithmic plot Fd��� function versus � for �a� full MHC genes �insect and human�
and �b� nucleotide sequences generated by the model at di�erent stages �number of iterations�� The
straight lines are linear regression 
ts from � � � to ����

Fig� �� DNA walk representations of arti
cial sequences generated by the stochastic model de�
scribed in the text� The parameters used in this simulation are� L � ������ pi � ���� Lo � ���
and ��$ purines in the initial sequence� �a� The early stage of �evolution� �after ��� iterations
in the model simulation� shows a landscape with � to � large regions of di�erent bias �the up�hill
and down�hill regions�� �b� After ���� iterations� the landscape becomes visually more complex�
resembling the actual DNA walk representation for the rat MHC sequence in �c�� The values of pi�
Lo� and L given here are typical of those we used in our simulation�

Fig� �� The DNA walk representation for the rat embryonic skeletal myosin heavy chain gene �� �
������ �a� The entire sequence� �b� The magni
cation of the solid box in �a�� �c� The magni
cation of
the solid box in �b�� The statistical self�similarity of these plots is consistent with the existence of a
scale�free or fractal phenomenon which we call a fractal landscape� Note that one must magnify the
segment by di�erent factors along the � �horizontal� direction and the y �vertical� direction� since F
has the same units �dimension� as y� these magni
cation factorsM� andMy �along � and y directions
respectively� are related to the scaling exponent � by the simple relation � � log�My�� log�M��
e�g�� from �a� to �b�� log�My�� log�M�� � log������� log����� �� ������
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